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What is Communism? Why do hurricanes happen? Why do we do it? Where can you find the answers to these questions and so many others? Facty Answers is the place to go when you want to learn something new or the answer is only on the tip of the language. Sometimes you may already know the answer, but you may want to check or read more in
detail about the subject. Our site contains accurate and easy to digest information, perfect for a busy lifestyle. Learning doesn't have to stop when school is over. Keep your brain young and energized with a new and interesting information stream. Take into account facts of all school disciplines from Grammar to Biology. Instead of searching for
search pages or getting lost in a click-hole, use your time productively and find what you're looking for. Don't stay around, use Facty Answers to find excellent quotes or book recommendations. Impress your friends and co-workers with a wide range of general knowledge. Be a star on the night of trivialities of your local pub. Finally, win this Trivial
Pursuit game with your family. George RoseâGetty Images All states have bad drivers. The morning and evening routes are full of all kinds of driving deviations. From text messages to makeup, distracted driving is a permanent issue. Auto-conduction can help, but total autonomy is still years away. Ask anyone and she will tell you that the drivers of
your state are the worst. So who really has sub-conductors? This honor was conferred on the most populous state of the country. California was classified as having the worst drivers in the United States. It turns out that the West Coast is not the best coast when it comes to road safety. A study by QuoteWizard, a national car insurance company,
concluded that in 2017 it was registeredincreased displacement scans as well as DUI detainments in the Golden State. This should not surprise if it ever drove on 101, particularly in Los Angeles. LA Ã© infamous for its fame fame Despite having until © six tracks on both sides of the highway, driving through © The city's overcrowded is gonna grind
you to a halt. But LA is not © The worst city to address this recognition belongs to the state capital, Sacramento. If you're wondering where the best drivers reside, they're in Rhode Island. Providence has the two best pilots in the country, hello © M from Detroit. Snow aside, the East Coast is starting to look very attractive. Don't move in Canada.
MORE To Read Photo Courtesy: Wikipedia; Daderot/University of Chicago/Wikipedia; Goodreads For many people, the word "literature" evokes memories of English-class reading lists of the mother teaching © Hate. While the Western liter cinema is expanding to include, and elevate, stories outside of what the white, Western readers dubbed "the
classics", there are still some works that go out in the career of every pupil, from Frankenstein and the Gilgamesh peak to Beloved and The Great Gatsby. Then why is literature © and why do we study it? Merriam-Webster defines literature as poetry or prose that has "excellence in form or expression and expressing ideas of permanent or universal
interest". Although it may seem trite to say, the greatest works of literature in the world have changed their minds, provoked rebellions and helped change the course of history. While it is impossible to contain all the contributions and multitudes of literature here, let's take a look at some of the defining moments of history in this form of art. Like
other art objects recovered, literature has the power to tell us about ancient civilizations. We can only understand their customs, values and lives, but we can have a better idea of what their entertainment seemed like. The first known examples of literature can be traced to ancient Mesopotamia. Around 3400 to C, the juices © rivers developed a
writing system called cuneiform, which allowed the scribes myths, hymns and poetry. Some of these oldest known associates include the "Kesh Temple Hymn" and the "Shuruppak Instructions", both written around 2500 BC. Rafael/Wikipedia The Epic of Gilgamesh, a long-time mesopotamian poem, was originally written around 2100 BC... Even today,
Gilgamesh is considered the first major masterpiece of world literature. In fact, much of the Bible parallel to this ancient work, emphasizing how universal and influential was Gilgamesh — and continues to be today. In 375 BC, Plato, the Athenian philosopher, authorized the Republic, a dialogue between Socrates and his fellow Greek thinkers, which
explores issues that provoke thoughts on justice, order and the righteous man. And around the 8th century BC, the epics of reference attributed to the poet Homer, The Odyssey and The Iliad, helped preserve Greek mythology and history in writing. At first, the literature was contained within poetry and dramatic works — after all, playing pieces was
another great source of entertainment. During the 11th century, or the Heian period, the Japanese noble and the lady who awaits Murasaki Shikibu wrote The Tale of Genji, which is considered the first modern novel by many scholars. The four protagonists featured in Journey to the West. From left to right: Sun Wukong, Tang Sanzang (on the White
Dragon Horse), Zhu Bajie and Sha Wujing. Photo Courtesy: Wikipedia Years later, in Europe, things began to change in a significant way following The Canterbury Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, a collection of 24 stories written in Middle English between 1387 and 1400. Taking the prose torch around 1485, Thomas Malory published Le Morte d’Arthur,
one of the first novels in the western canon. During the Renaissance, writers like Molière began to satisfy everything from the church and the government to society in general, showing that the written works had the propensity to change the balance of power and make people rethink their world views. gniM gniM omoc odicehnoc m©Ãbmat ,IVX
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continue to be mandatory reading work due to the way they exemplify handcrafted elements and story counters. (At least in part) The most modern literature© has also introduced the most formal name of literal sub©neros, from science fiction - a gÃ©nero created by Frankenstein author Mary Shelley - to © romance, fantasy and realism. By
retracting certain tropes, conventions and types of characters,© the helps us understand how certain stories are shaped© through their categorization. Without a ditly, literature helps us discover - whether it's a discovery of the past, a present me, or a possible future. The most illustrious great figures, such as Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Margaret
Atwood, James Baldwin, Kazuo Ishiguro, Chinua Achebe, Jhumpa Lahiri, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Zadie Smith, and Maggie Nelson (and many, many more people we don't have space to name!), capture all these facets. In a background, by entering the minds of other characters and worlds - when stepping out of ourselves - literature allows us to
understand universal truths; change minds; empathy; and express our identities and values in lasting and comprehensive ways.
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